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Abstract: 
Central and semi-central Au + Au collisions at 150 A.MeV ancl 250 A.MeV are 
investigated in the framework of a hybrid model with dynamical and statistical 
components. Starting from the BUU approach an ansatz for the Wigner function 
is made which describes thermal and collectivemotion of the nucleons and models 
the transition from the one-source to the two-source behaviour. Anisotropie flow 
energies and temperatures as weil as angular momentum are extracted. Nucle- 
onic floiv and pre-equilibrium emission reduce considerably the excitation energy 
of the matter. The cluster formation is described by the Copenhagen niultifrag- 
inentation model. Charge spectra, energy spectra ancl two-particle correlations 
of the fragments are reprodnced. Agreement with experiment can be improved 
by assumirig a reduced transverse flow. 
1 Introduction 
Heavy-ion collisions offer the possibility to study extremely heated anti com- 
pressed nuclear matter. The break-up process of such a matter is called multi- 
fragmentation. It leads to many intermediate mass fragments (IMFs) which ase 
defined here as fragments with charge 2 3. Very sophisticated detectors have been 
developed in order to measure IMFs. The experiments (see e. g. [I]) initiated 
many theoretical studies. Although it is generdly assumed that multifragmenta- 
tion is connected with a liquid-vapour phase transition (C. f. 12, 3, 4, 51) the final 
proof is lacking and multifragmentation is still not fully unclerstood. 
In nearly central heavy ion collisions at energies of several hundreds of MeV 
a very short lived hot region is for~ned. On the first view it seems to be unlikely 
that, at this large energies, a source is formed which decays in many IMFs. If 
the e n e r g  would be equally distributed among the degrees of freedom axi im- 
mediate vaporization wodd take place. At the same time very large radial flow 
was established which contains roughly one third of the available center-of-mass 
energy [6, 71. The presence of nucleoriic fiow was predicted long time ago [SI ancl 
is the backbone of the application of hydrodynamics to heavy ion collisions. This 
large collective motion reduces considerably the energy which can be distributed 
randomly over the remaining degrees of freedom and which is available for statis- 
tical fragmentation of tlie nuclei. In addition, non-equiiibrium emission of light 
fragments is also essential. This is well known from measiirements of source sizes 
which always turn out to be smaller than one would expect tkom the nncleon 
number of the total system [9]. 
From the theoretical point of view the violent phase and the fragmentation 
phase shonld be treated with the same dynamical model. At present such a 
niodel is not at hand although m c h  Progress has been achieved recently. Molec- 
ular dynamical models (see e. g. [10,11]) are most promising which can take into 
account many-bocly correlations 011 a classical basis trying to include qnantum 
mechanical aspects by representing each nucleon by a vvave packet. The present 
molecular-dynamical transport models are quite successful in describing collec- 
tive effects (e. g. bounce-off, squeeze-out). They fail? however, in reproducing the 
observed fragment multiplicities [12, 13, 141. An extensioxi of these molecular- 
dynamical descriptions is provided by the fermionic molecular-dynamical model 
[E]. In this model the Pauli-principle is regarded by an antisymmetrized product 
of wave packets and the widths of the wave packets are dynamical parameters. 
The equations of motion are dericed from a quanturn variational principle. How- 
ever, the large computational effort needed has prevented an application of this 
rnodel to niiclei with mass numbers above 40 until now. 
Alternatively to such models, one caxi constriict so-called hybrid models [IG, 
17, 181 on the basis of the Boltzxnann-type transport equation. These models 
malie use of the fact that one-particle observables are well described by calculating 
the one-particle phase-space density[19]. Thereforc these xnodels are applied to 
describe the evolution of a nucleus-nucleus system from the initial stage of the 
collision iip to the moment at which it breabs into fragments. The final evolution 
of the system is described by a statistical model. These models [PO. 21, 221 
are based on the assnmption of statistical eqiiilibrium and take into account the 
qu~mtum states of the formed fragments. They are cluite successful in reproducing 
the observed charge distributions [12, 13, 231. 
In order to gain insight into the mechanism of Au on Au collisions at 150 
A.?vfeV and 230 A.MeV incident energy, we have constructed such a hybrid 
model which consists of the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck model [24] (dynami- 
cal model) ancl the Copenhagen model [22] (statistical model). Special attention 
will be clrawn to the role of the nucleonic flox. In a former work [lS] we have 
analysecl the behaviour of the flow pattern as a function of the impact parameter 
and found a radially symmetric flow for impact parameters smaller than 2.3fm.  
For larger impact parameters the flow becomes very asymmetric and the system 
begins to form two independent fragmenting sources. One aim is to implement 
this behaviour in the statistical fragmentation model. In this way we are able to 
treat central collisions on the Same footing as semi-central collisions. 
Within this hybrid model we shall analyse the two-particle correlation fnnc- 
tions as well as the charge and the kinetic energy spectra. Special attention will 
be drawn to the role of the nucleonic flow and the characteristics of the frag- 
menting matter (i. e. mass number, volume, excitation energy, temperature arid 
angular momentum). 
The paper is organized as follows: At first we give some introductory remarks 
on the applied Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) model in section 2 and af- 
terwards on tbe Copenhagen model in section 3. In the subsequent section we 
desc~ibe in detail bow we connect these two models. Then we will discuss the 
results in section 5 and a Summary will be given at the end. 
2 The BUU model 
The BUU equation [25, 261 describes the time evolution of the single-particle 
phase-space distribution function f and reads as follows 
Herc, T denotes the transition niatris for the transition from thz momeiitiin 
states 8,s to states @,C2 which are influenced by the medium. The integral 
of 1 T l 2  over the final momenta and including the tw delta firnctions is 
proportional to  the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section. These are several 
hints from theoretical P?, 281 as well as from experimental investigations (see e.g. 
[B]) that the in-medium cross sections might be changed compared to the free 
ones. EIovvever, since this is still an Open cluestion we use the fxee nucleon-nucleon 
cross section which gives a quite satisfactory agreement concerning the stopping 
of the nucleons. 
For the potential energy per nucleon Ti ancl the corresponding mean-field 
potential U 
three different parameter sets derived from density-dependent Skyrme forces are 
talten into account. The parameters CI = -356 MeV, cz = 303 MeV, U = 
716 correspond to an incompressibility of Ii = 210 MeV (soft equation of state 
(EOS)), cl = -218 MeV, cz = 164 MeV, U = 413 refer to Ii = 235 MeV (medium 
EOS) and ci = -124 MeV, c2 = 70.5 MeV, U = 2 belong to Ii = 380 MeV (stiff 
EOS). The nuclear matter saturation density no is Laken to be 0.168 fm-3. 
Eq. (1) is solved iising the parallel ensemble method [24, 301. In our calcu- 
lations we use 200 test particles per nucleon, a cell size of 1 fm3 to calculate the 
density in the coordinate space, and a cell size of ( 2 7 r F ~ ) ~  is taken to determine 
the phase-space density used to calculate tlie collision term on the r.h.s. of eq. 
(1). 
The parallel ensemble method ensures that the mean fielcl (2) has a smooth 
behaviour ancl that two-body and higher correlations are washed out. So the 
algorithrn governs the time evolution of the single-particle phase-space density 
f (T, $, t )  and describes the expansion of dense and escited matter formed dur- 
ing the collision. Due to the lack of higher correlations it cannot describe the 
formation of fragments. Further. we remaxk that although the BUU algorithm 
is based on a nonrelativistic mean field ~otential  the nucleons obey relativistic 
kinematics. 
To check how well the BUU model describes tbe experiment of collisions of 
gold on gold we calculate the transverse momentum which is carried by the nu- 
cleons. In the experiment this transverse motion is chasacterized by the quantity 
Emt which is defined as ratio of the of transversal to longitudinal kinetic energies 
seen in the forward iiemisphere in the c.m. frame (C. f. Ref. [31]) 
We haave calculatecl the E„, distribution and the polar-angle distribution for gold 
on gold collisions at 150 A.MeV incide~it energy, see fig. 1 and fig. 2. The E„t 
distribution was generated for the hard as weil as for the soft EOS in the full range 
of impact parameters up to b = 15fm (the generation of the E„* distribution by 
dint of the BUU code is described in appendix A). In fig. 3 we depict the relation 
between Emt values and the impact parameter assuming a perfect detection of 
all particles. This relation is used to determine the impact parameters of single 
events in experiment. Due to the statistical ftuctuations an exact mapping is not 
possible. Detector cuts and trigger cor~ditions make the situation worse. 
It is Seen in fig. 1, that the BUU calculations agree fairly well with the data for 
0.4 < Erst < 1.2. The peak between 0.2 < E„t < 0.4 corresponds to large impact 
parameters. She  lack of cross section at small E„* might be due to the fact that 
the BUU code is not able to produce clusters which certainly become important 
for large impact paiameters. For ceutral and semi-central collisions our BUU 
model predicts sufficient stopping compared with experiment. Since the stopping 
depends ecseiitially on the nucleon-nucleoii cross section the agreement of Emt 
with experiment confirms our choice of the cross section. 
Fig. 2 shows the polar-angle distribution which is also sensitive to the tran- 
Verse Aow. One Sees clearly that the transverse peaking of the cross section 
occurs only for very small impact parameters and already disappears for an im- 
pact parameter of l.Ofm. This is in line with our finding in ref. [18]. Due to 
the lixnited detector acceptance a straight comparison with experimental values 
is not possible at present (C. f. [32]). 
As one can see from fig. 1 and fig. 3 there is no big difference between the 
soft and hard EOS. So, we apply the medium one in the remainder of this paper. 
3 The statistical multifragrnentation model 
The fragment formation is described within the framework of the Copenhagen 
model[22]. The fundamental assumption of the model is that a thermodynamical 
equilibrium is reached as the matter enters the instable region of nuclear matter. 
The model is based on Boltzmann's principle: 
where Sf denotes the entropy aiid Wf tlie statistical weight of state f. The state 
f can be any final state of the excited system. It is essential that a sufficiently 
large sample of partitions with fixed nucleou number and excitation energy E' 
is talten. The entropy of eacli co~ifiguration is calcnlated makitig use of standard 
tbermodynamics. For this purpose a temperature T is associated to each partition 
by the requirement 
where IS,I,Z denotes the numbers of the fragnlents with mass iiumber .4 and charge 
number 2. The first part on tlie r.h.s. is the sum over the internal e~iergies wliile 

It is important to determine the break-up time at which such a transition is 
to be made. In the highly diluted parts of the matter, nucleons are too far away 
from each other to form clusters. Therefore we assume that clusters are formed 
in the internal Zone where the density is larger than a certain limiting density 
n#;„it. This concept excludes the fast pre-equilibrium particles. These particles 
take away a large part of the energy of the system. Therefore, the excitation 
energy of the remaining matter beconies smaller than one expects if the beam 
energy is equally shared among all nucleons. The limiting density together with 
the break-up time determines, for a given excitation energy, the number OE the 
fragments which are formed. This is the main criterion which will be used in the 
following. It has turned out that both parameter are not independent from each 
other, so small break-up densities are connected to early break-np times. 
To extract the collective properties of the velocity pattern we choose a coor- 
dinate system given by the principal axes of the energy flow tensor O 
where the sum runs over all N nucleons 6 t h  being the i-th component 
of the nucleon momentum @(*I in the c.m. frame of the fragmenting matter, 
and m N  denotes the nncleon mass. Tliis coordinate system is referred to as O- 
frame. h r t h e r  we introduce an L-frame which is oriented according the nucleon 
distribution of the system: 
At small reaction times the principal axes of this system deviates considerably 
from the 0-system. 
Now we determine the fragment velocity distribution in two steps. First we 
rnalie an ansatz for a single-nucleon phase-space density W(<$). For this purpose 
we divide the coordinate space into two half-spaces separated by a plane r3 = 0 
which is perpendicularly to the largest axis of the ellipsoid of the tensor L (C. f. 
lefL panel of fig. 4). We write for the distribution function W >  in tlie upper half 
of tiie System: 
- 
and a corresponding ansatz W <  for the lower half with vectors R< = -8> and 
g: = -g:. This ansatz is rnotivated by the position and mornentum density pic- 
ture generated by the BUU approach. A typical picture for an impact pararneter 
of 6 fni at a time of 70 fm/c (related to the rnoment wliere tlie two nticlei touch 
each other) is shown in fig. 4. It is seen that there are almost two separated 
.+ .+ 
sources for semi-central collisions. The vectors R<,R' and jj<,g> denote the 
centres-of-gravity and the mean momenta in the region above or below the plane, 
respectively. The quantities B; as part of the diagonal tensor B characterize an 
anisotropic radial flow centred around 2. For large impact parameters there is 
a gap in the velocity distribution at the plane r3 = 0 of the O-frame, describing 
two receding sources. Eq. ( 10 )  is also suitable for head-0x1 collisions. In this case 
the gap disappears and B3 * R3 = 93 holds. Then, the distribution functions of 
the upper and the lower plane merge to a smooth function for a Single expanding 
source with an asymmetric momentum distribution. 
The parameters A; give the widths of the distributions around the collective 
velocity and can be connected to temperatures T; 
For simplicity we assume that the spatial distribution f ( T )  = 1 if F lies 
within a cylinder of Iieight 2 h  and radius e and f  (F)  = 0 otherwise. The cylinder 
is parallel to the 3-axis of the L-system. The elements B; are connected with the 
expanding flow energies per nucleon E„. fc,; in transverse direction 
and the flow in longitudinal directiou is composed of an expansion and a trans- 
lational part in the direction of the momentum g3: 
The background of the derivation of eqs. ( 1 2 )  and (13) is provided in B. The 
+ 
parameters h, R, P, G, B; and h; are given in appendix C. 
In a similar manner we calculate the rotational motion in the reaction plane. 
- .+ 
The mgular momentum J is given by J = C:$") x P) and the rotational 
energy Emt = $,J'M-'.~ with the tensor of inertia M = m N  Cn(8")* - L 1. 
In the second step we transform ansatz ( 1 0 )  into a fragment velocity distri- 
bution. In the Spirit of the coalescence model one can find this distribution by 
calculating the overlap of the product of all single-nucleon phase-space densities 
with the Wigner function CVf,af„, of a fragment with mass nunrber A. 

of inipact parameters up to b = l5fm (the generation of the E„t distribution by 
dint of the BUU code is described in appendix A). In fig. 3 we depict the rehtion 
between Emt values and the impact parameter assuming a ~erfect  detection of 
all particles. This relation is used to determine the impact parameters of single 
events in experiment. Due to the statistical fluctuations an exact mapping is not 
possible. Detector cuts and trigger conditions make the situation worse. 
It is seen in fig. 1, that the BUU calculations agree fairly well with the data for 
0.4 < E„* < 1.2. The peak between 0.2 < Emt < 0.4 corresponds to large impact 
Parameters. She lack of cross section at small E„* might be due to the fact that 
the BUU code is not able to produce clusters which certainly become i~nportant 
for large impact parameters. For central and semi-central collisions our BUU 
model predicts sufficient stopping compared with experiment. Since the stapping 
depeuds essentially on the nucleon-nucleon cross section the agreement of E?*, 
with experiment confirms our clloice of the cross section. 
Fig. 2 shows the polar-angle distribution which is also sensitive to the traii- 
verse flow. One Sees clearly that the transverse peaking of the cross section 
occurs only for very small impact parameters and already disappears for an im- 
pact parameter of 1.Ofm. This is in line with our finding in ref. [lS]. Dtle to 
the limited detector acceptance a straight comparison with experimental values 
is not possible at present (C. f. [32]). 
As olle can see from fig. 1 and fig. 3 there is no big differente between the 
soft aud hard EOS. So, we apply the medium one in tlie remainder of this paper. 
3 The statistical multifragmentation model 
The fsagment formatioxi is described within the framework of the Copenhagen 
model [22]. The fundamental assumption of the model is that a thermodynamical 
equilibrium is reached as the matter euters the instable region of nuclear matter. 
The model is based on Boltzmaxin's principle: 
where SI denotes the entropy arid f.V/ the statistical weiglit of state f .  Tlie state 
f can be any final state of the excited system. It is essential that a sufficieritly 
large sampIe of partitions with fixed nucleon number and excitation energy E* 
is taken. The entropy of each configuration is calculated making use of staiiclaud 
therrnodynamics. For this purpose a temperature T is associated to each partition 
by the requirenient 
where NAVa denotes tlie numbers of thefragments with mass number A arid charge 
number Z. The first part on the r.h.s. is the sum over the internal energies while 
the second part is the translational energy per nucleon in the classical limit. 
The internal energies are determined by means of a liquid-drop model which is 
generalized to finite temperatures. Since the excitation energy of the system 
is a given quantity the temperature depends on the actual partition and is a 
Auctuating quantity. 
Now the entropy is calculated for each partition by 
where PIsz is the translational and FFZ the internal contribution to the free 
energy of the fragment. 
The statistical multifragmentation model now provides us an ensemble of 
partitions which are chosen randomly by Monte-Carlo niethods with weights ac- 
cording to Boltzmann's princiyle. The fragments within this partition are highly 
escited and olle has to corisider their cooiing which is caused by evaporation of 
tight and heavier particles. The evaporation processes ase computed on the ba- 
sis of Weisskopf's statisticai compound evaporation model [%I. If a fragment C 
decaysinto channel X by emission of a light particle vvith mass numher U, then 
the decay rate per kinetic energy Eh;, is given [35] hy 
where gz is tlie spin degeneracy factor and A„ A, denote the mass number 
of thc residual and initial fragment, respectively. The temperature T, caii be 
calculated from the initial ternperatuse T,. For the decay into channel X the 
~ a t e  depends 011 the compou~iil-nucleus formation Cross scction U:+,, = x(Ra + 
1 - VB/EI.„)O(E~„, - VB) with V8 being the Coulomb threshold and O R a )  ( 
standing for the step function. 
The life time 7- of thc fragment is given by integrating the rate fu~iction (7) 
over Eh„ as 7 = (CZ dAL/dt)-'. Assuming an esponential decay lavv the consec- 
utive decays of a hot fragment aie sampled using a Monte-Carlo method. Eq. (7) 
coiitrols also tlie energy distribution of the emitted particles. This is important 
when the kinetic enesgies of the final cold fragments lias to  be calculated. 
4 The hybrid inodel 
Our hybrid model couples tlie two niodels iiitroduced in the foregoing crctioris. 
From tlie BUG calculatioiis we extract the properties of the source, namely nu- 
cleon nunher, break-up volume and excitation energy per nucleon. These quan- 
tities determine the break-up in fragments. Further, we extract the velocity dis- 
tiibution of the. nucleons arid take their collective inotioxi explicitly into account. 
This velocity distribution will be transferred to the fragments. 
It is iinportant to determine the break-up time at which such a transition is 
to be rriade. In the highly diluted parts of the matter, nucleons are too far alvay 
from each other to  form clusters. Therefore we assume that clusters are formed 
in the internal Zone where the density is Iarger than a certain limiting density 
n This concept excludes the fast pre-equilibrium particles. These particles 
take away a large part of the energy of the system. Therefore, the excitation 
energy of the remaining matter becomes srnaller than one expects if the beam 
euergy is equally shared among all nucleons. The limiting density together 6 t h  
the break-up time determines, for a given excitation energy, the number of the 
fragments which are formed. This is the main criterion which will be used in the 
following. It has turned out that both parameter are not independent from each 
other, so srnall break-up densities are connected to early break-up times. 
To extract the collective properties of the velocity pattern we choose a coor- 
dinate system given by the principal axes of the energy flow tensor O 
wlrere the sum runs over all N nucleons with being the i-th component 
o l  the nucleo~i niomentum G(") in the c.m. frame of the fragmenting matter, 
and m N  deuotes the nucleon mass. This coordinate system is referred to as O- 
frame. Further we introduce an L-franie which is oriented according the nucleon 
distribution of the systenr: 
L.. $1 f 'C $qn) 
N 3 '  
At small reaction times the principal axes of this system deviates considerably 
from tfie O-systeni. 
Now we determine the fragment velocity distribution in two steps. First we 
inake an ansatz for a single-nucleon phase-space density W(?, 3. For this purpose 
we divide tfie coordinate space into two half-spaces separated by a plane 7 3  = 0 
wiiicii is perpendicularly to the largest axis of the ellipsoid of the tensor L (C. f. 
left panel of fig. 4). We write for the distribution functiou W' in the upper half 
of the system: 
* + 
arid a corresponding ausatz zu< for the lorver half with vectors R' = -R' and 
9: = -Y:. Tiiis ansatz is motivated by the position and momentum density pic- 
ture gcnerated by the RTJU approach. i\ typical picture for an impact parameter 
of 6 frn at  a time of 70 fm/c (related to the moment where the two nuclei touch 
each other) is shown in fig. 4. It is Seen that there are almost two separated 
- - 
sources for semi-central collisions. The vectors R', R> and i',ij> denote the 
centres-of-gravity and the mean momenta in the region above or below the plane, 
respectively. The quantities B, as part of the diagonal tensor B characterize an 
anisotropic radial flow centred around 2. For large impact parameters there is 
a gap in the velocity distribution at the plane r3 = 0 of the O-frame, describing 
two receding sources. Eq. (10) is also suitable for head-on collisions. In this case 
the gap disappears and B3 * R3 = 93 holds. Then, the distribution functions of 
the upper and the lower plane merge to a smooth function for a Single expanding 
source with an asymmetric momentum distribution. 
Thc parameters A; give the widths of the distributions around the collective 
velocity and cau be connected to temperatures T; 
For simplicity we assurne that the spatial distribution f(F) = 1 if T lies 
within a cylinder of height 2h and radius Q and f (T) = 0 otherwise. The cylinder 
is parallel to the 3-axis of the L-system. The elements Bi are connected with the 
expanding flow energies per nucleon E„. in transverse direction 
and the flow in longitudinal direction is composed of an expansion and a trans- 
lational part in tlie direction of the momentum g3: 
Thc background of the derivatioii of eqs. (12) and (13) is provided in B. The 
... 
parameters [L, R, e, Lj,  B, and A, are given in appendix C. 
In a similar manner we calciilate the rotational motion in tlie reactiori plane. 
... 
The angular niomentum is given by J = Ergn) x $") and tlie rotational 
- 
euergy = !JtiVI-'J with tiie tensor of iriertia M = m,v C,L(ri>L)2 - L). 
In the second step we transform ansatz (10) into a Eragment velocity distri- 
bution. In thc spirit of the coalescence model one can find tliis distribution by 
calculating the overlap of the product OE all single-nucleon phase-space densities 
with the U'iigner function Kif„, of a fraginent with rnass iiumher A. 
The two 6-functions define the centre-of-gravity TI„, and the velocity U/„, of 
the fragment . 
The coalescence model neglects correlations which evolve during the frag- 
mentation process. This leads generally to an underestimations of the forrnation 
probabiiity of fraginents with large nucleon number. We use eq. (14) to  obtain a 
guide for the velocity distribution of the fragments by approximating Wf„, as 
This means tbat all iiucleons are located at the centre-of-gravity of the fragment. 
After some algebra we get for respective W <  arid tu': 
Hence, the velocity of the fragrnent is distributed around a flow velocity whicli 
* 
is given by (B(Tf„, - R) + iJ/mn. Thus, the fragment obtains a flow energy 
in proportiou to its mass number A while the random part of the inotion has a 
kinetic energy of C T;/2 independently of its mass number. 
Now, we calculate the excitatiori energy per nucleon by addins the potential 
I? 
energy V ( n )  of eq. (2 ) ,  the average binetic eiiergy Ehin = C,,l $;/(2m,iV) 
"' / N  (Z = aud tlie Coulomb energy per nuclcon E„,, = C:„ 
proton nurnber, e = elementary charge) and subtract the ground state energy 
per nucleon Eo, the rotational energy E„„ as well as the flow energies: 
Now, we discuss briefly the relatioris of our quantities and B to Standard 
observables for the collective behaviour of riuclear matter. The sidewards flow, 
observed iii non-ceiitral collisiorts, is a complicated iunction oi our paranleters. Its 
vaiue < pz > at projectile rapidity is roughly given by g3sin a ,  where a deuotes 
tlie Aow angle between the beam axis aiid the largest priucipal axis of the energy 
flow tensor. Tlie dope of the side flow 5 < p, > as a functiori of rapidity y 
is inainly determined by the ratio m,vB1/B3. Eq. (16) contains also the effect 
that tlie reduced side flow 2 < p z / p l  > increases with the mass number of the 
fragrnent 1361. This is caused by tlie fact that the flow pattern becoines more 
elougated with iricteasirig fragment mass due to the translational motion (13. The 
squecze-out pbenome~iori s coririected with the transverse part of the radial flow. 
I t  is observed in non-central collisious by the ratio of particles emitted out of the 
reactioi~ plane and those ernitted in ttie plane. Recent theoretical irivestigations 
1371 have shovvii that this squeeze-out ratio increases with tlie mass OE IMFs. Tbis 
effect is not contained in eq. (10) which has a symmetrir spatiai distribution. 
Fig. 5 shows that the momentum perpendicular to the reaction plane is enhanced 
for moderate impact parameters. 
At last, we have to fix the break-up time ta„,k-„. It is chosen such that a 
reasonable break-up density is reached. A limiting density n,„,+ = no/7 is used 
which is compatible with the assumption of the statistical multifragmentation 
model. The break-up time is taken to be 65 fm/c and 55 fm/c after touching 
of the nuclei for the reaction of gold on gold at 150 A.bIeV and 250 A.bfeV, 
respectively. For larger bombarding energies the System expands faster and the 
break-up Starts earlier. 
In fig. 5 we show the volume of the ellipsoid of the energy Aow tensor versus 
time for a beam eirergy of 150 A.MeV. The volume rises in the compression stage 
aild declmes during the expansion. It has nearly reached its minimum value at 
the chosen break-up tirnes. 
Having obtained the properties of the source we can iinplement tlrem into the 
statistical rnultifragmentation model. Every event is created in accordance with 
the probability (4) and the positions of the fragments are distributed randomly 
within the cylinder in the L-frame. Then we determine the momenta of the frag- 
meiits by means of relation (16) in the @-frame. Afterwards the positions and the 
momenta are transformed back in the laboratory frame. The following expansion 
of the fragments is desciibed by Newtonian equations which take into account 
only the mutual Coulomb fotces between the fragrnents. During the expansion 
the hot fragments emit statistically light particles and cool down. The emission 
iates and the energy distributions axe simulated by a Monte-Carlo method based 
on eq. (7). 
As the result of the calculation we obtain finally a statistical ensenibleof cold 
fragments with given velocities taking into account the most important correla- 
tions produced by the Coulomb repulsion. 
5 Results and discussion 
5.1 Properties o f  the fi-aginenting matter 
Using the break-up times meiitioiied in the foregoing section tve represent i n  fig. 6 
the n~ass  number, the excitation energy and the volume of tiie fragmenting matter 
as well as the temperatures as a function of the impact parameter b. Divirling 
the mass number by the volume one gets break-up derisities betweeu and 
I , no for collisions at 150 A.MeV beam energy for different impact parameters, 
Eor collisions at 250 A.MeV beam energy, break-up densities bet,ween rro and 
$ no have beeri obtained. Similar values were foimd in refs. j3S, 39j. 
The excitation eiiergy (17) is shown i n  fig. 6 for hoth bombitrrling energies. 
Ttie iiiaximu~ir valiies arou~id 1% XeV are obta.ined for srnall inrrpact parameters, 
Smaller values of about 5 MeV refer to impact parameters around Sfm. The 
values are sirnilar for both bombarding energies, however they belong to cluite 
different mass ~iumbers. The excitationenergy together with the break-up den- 
sity influence sensitively the number of IMFs calculated within the statist,ical 
m~ltifra~gnentation model. 
The teniperature parameters rise with the impact parameter, cf. fig. 6. 
However, one would expect a higher temperature for head-on collisions than for 
semi-central collisions. The behaviour shown in fig. 6 is connected with the pure 
classical ansatz for the distribution function (10) together with eq. (11) wliicli 
interpretes Fernii motiou as te~nperature. A solution of this problem has been 
has been proposed in ref.[40] by using Fermi-Dirac distributions for the nucleo~is 
a method which requires large numericalexpense. In our analysis this problem is 
of niirior iniportance since the thermal energies are smaller than the bombarding 
energy in the centre-of mass systern and small compared to the fiow energies we 
are interested in. 
Now we turn to the flow properties of the source which are shown in fig. 7 
for bombarding energies of 150 A.MeV and 250 A.MeV, respectively. For impact 
paraineters b <: 4Jm the translational flow parameter g3 and the paraineter B3 
of the radial erpansion describe together a flow in the 3-direction which linearly 
rises from the origin OE tlie centre-of-rnass system, because relatioii B3* R3 = 93 is 
fulfilled. Therefore, we have depicted the surn (13) of the corresponding energies 
in fig. 7. Ihr  larger impact parameters the two sources recede from each other, 
and we plot tlie translational part separately from the radial part. One recognizes 
that the traiisverse flow energy E„,fr„,i and E e z p . ~ i O w , ~  smoothly decreases with 
rising impact parameter. Also the total radial flow energy diminishes for large im- 
pact paraineter which explains that the ALADIN measurements [41] has found 
only marginal effects of flow in contrast to  central collisions. The energy con- 
taiued in the translational motion approaches the bonibarding energy for large 
impact parameter. For small impact parameters the flow is nearly spherically 
symmetric. We inention that for very central collisions ( b 5 0.5 Jm) the particle 
flur dN/d cos 0 is even sidewards pealied as we have already Seen in fig. '2. 
Fig. S shows the angular momentuin OE the source. The total angular niomeri- 
tun1 is mainiy piven by the input. of the incomingprojectile and is only rneaningful 
for very central collisions. f i r  impact paranleters larger than 4 frn tlie rotational 
rnotion is much smaller if consideted locally. The two sources which are created 
separately get angular momentuin due to the mutual friction of the remnants of 
target arid projectile. As can be seen from fig. 8 each half of the fragmenting 
matter gets a relative small angular momentum. Its maxiinum value of about 
100 h is reached at  b = 5Jm and tlie corresponding rotational energy arnounts to 
0.5 MeV per nucleo~i only. The rotation of the total system is already included 
in the ausatz (10) for the space distribution by the translational terrn g3 
togetlier with the twist betweeri the 0- and the L- system. 
e ,  10 coinpare our further calculations with experiinent we define central eveiits 
to have impact parameters values between 0 fm and 3.5 fni and semi-central ones, 
which inciude the central events too, to have impact parameters values between 
0 in1 aiid 8 in. This is in accordance with the experimentd cuts [€J, 421, where 
central events belong to the PM5 class and semi-central ones to the PZII3-PX5 
class. 
The charge spectra obtained by the statistical multifragmentation model are 
depicted in fig. 9 for central and semi-central gold oa gold collisions. We find a 
satisfactory agreement for the lIVIF production. The discrepancy for charge Z = 1 
might be due to the fact that light fragments as deuterons and tritons may be 
formed by coalescense of the pre-equilibrium particles which are not considered 
withiii the statistical model. The deviation for charges Z 2 9 do not play an 
i~nportant role in our further analysis because these fragments are very rare. 
5.2 One-particle kinetic energy spectra 
One-particle spectra of IMFs are very sensitive to the amount of fiow since, 
without flow, the fragments obtain only the small amount of thermal energy. 
In fig. 10 we compare the calculated spectra of lithium, berylium, boron arid 
carbon isotopes for central gold on gold collisions at  150 AMeV beam energy with 
experiment. We recognize that the heavier the fragment the better the agreement 
betweeu theoretical and experimental values is. Obviously the heavier fragments 
time sufficierit flow whereas the iightes have not. This leads to  the suggestion that 
thc flow niight depend on the projectile mass. This is understandable fro~n eq. 
(14), but contradicts to eq. (16). Witliout using the zero-range approxirnation 
(15) the formatioii of heavy fragments needs the integration over a large volume. 
Therefore, heavy fragments are formed with larger probability in the inner region 
of the fraginenting source, where they obtain oniy a small amount of Bow energy. 
From the spectra one extracts usually the mean kinetic energy as a function of 
the mass number and obtains the fiow energy according to Ekin = :T + AEri„,. 
Using this formula we get a fiow energy of 18 MeV for 150 A.MeV in rough 
agreement with experiment [7]. For 250 A.MeV we get 23 MeV. Fron1 the fiow 
values showti in fig. 7 olle obtaines respective values of 12 MeV and 19 MeV 
only. Part of this difference cornes frorn a final Coulomb acceleration which is also 
proportional to the Eragment niass. In addition the kinetic energy iiicreases by the 
recoil which the fragments obtain by evaporating particles. Further: we meiition 
that the impact parameter selectiori is very essential since the measuremcnts 
are made in forward direction between 25 and 45 degrees in the centre-of-mass 
System. Contributions from larger itnpact parameters coiitain also a c.ertain p r t  
of translational motion of t.he projectile remnant. 
5.3 Two-particle velocity distributions 
A widely used tool [I, 43, 451 for the investigation of final state interactions is 
the two-particle correlation function C2 defined as the ratio of tlie two-particle 
velocity distribution K2 to the mixed two-particle velocity distribution E<z,n;z 
calculated by ~nixing two different events: 
where v,.d denotes the reduced relative velocity [46] betwee~i two fragrnents with 
charge numbers 21 and Zz, v „ d  =/ G - v; / /J=. Both velocity distribu- 
tions are iiormalized to the same iiumber of detected pairs. 
The correlatioii function Cz is translationally invariant and contains valuable 
inforniation about the dynamics of the fraginenting source (see e. g. [I]). For 
IMFs it can be calculated by trajectory calculations since quantum niechanical 
effects are not important because the distance between the fragments is much 
iarger thaii their wave length. The Coulomb forces between IMFs suppress the 
correlation function for values smaller than v„d 0.04c/Jd/fm indeperidently 
of the fragment charges, where the quantity d is the average inter-fragmerit dis- 
tance. Thus, the size of this Coulomb hole measures the break-up density ancl, 
liencefoitli, the source radius. However, C2 is also sensitive to other variables 
like flow and secoudary evaporatioi~ of light particles. Because of this fact the 
iiiteipietation of the function C2 is riot trivial. 
lZor central collisions we compare the velocity distributions together with 
tlie corresporiding correlation functions with experiment iri fig. 11. The calcula- 
tions have beeil performed by reducing E„.fi„,i and E„,J~„,~ by a factor of 
2. Otherwise they would have peaked at too a large reduced velocity similarly 
to the results of ref. 118, 471. The Coulomb hole of the correlation function is 
only slightly influenced by the radial flow justifying the standard method for the 
estimation of the break-up density. 
Next, we turn to semi-central events. The correlation functioiis and the 
corresporiding velocity distributions are displayed in fig. 12. For consistency 
reasoris the tranverse flow has been reduced in the same manner as for central 
collisions. In contrast to the central collisions the correlation function exhibits a 
clear peak at v„d = 0.02 C. It originates from the finite Aow angle togetlier with 
the small aspect ratio :(O1i + 022)/033 of the flow tensor. Both effects make the 
flow Pattern very sensitive to tlie azimuthal angle. Therefore, the mixed velocity 
distributiou Y12,,i, is much wider than the true one I&. The peak disappears if 
all events are rotated into a uriique reaction plane [45]. 
Althougli tliere is an overall agreement with experiment the size of the 
Coulomb hole of tlie computed correlation function differs distinctly frorn the 
experimental orie at  250 A.MeV beam energy for semi-centrat collisions. M'e 
propose two difterent explanations to improve the agree~nent. On the one hand 
one could reduce the transverse flow fixther. The crosses in fig. 12 refer to a 
reduction by a factor of four. However, there is no reason to assume that the nu- 
cleonic flow is transferred differently as a function of energy. On the other hand 
the break-up density could be diminisbed. For a very small break-up density, 
however, the statistical multifragmentation models would predict charge spectra 
which fall off niuch stronger than observed. This would mean that the fragments 
are not formed in thermodynamical equilibrium but rather in a non-equilibrium 
scenario as it is claimed hy the QMD models, see e.g. ref. 1101. 
6 Summary 
We have constructed a hybrid model to  analgse central and semi-central collisions 
at 150 A.MeV and 250 A.MeV beam energy. The model consists of both the 
BUU model and the Copenhagen model. In addition we we have adjusted the 
iiucleonic pliase-space distribution by the ansatz of eq. (10) to the results of the 
BUU calculations. This distribution talies into account the effect that around an 
impact parameter of 4fm the reaction changes its pattern from a one-source to 
a two-source behaviour. From this ansatz the phase-space distribution (16) for 
fragments is derived. 
Our appioacli is based on the idea tliat in the collision centre an equilibrated 
source is formed which has fewer particles and less energy then the total colliding 
system. Intermediate mass fragments are formed in this source which is defined 
as consisting of nuclear matter with a density larger than about 117 of normal 
matter density. This source fragmeiits when the momenta of the ~iucleons are 
~elaxed and tlie flow ellipsoid has shrunli ~iearly to its asymptotic value. Under 
this conditions we found relatively moderate escitatiou. energies ranging from 12 
MeV down to 5 MeV and source sizes between one and two thirds of the total 
mass number for impact parameters up to 8 fm which are covered by the recent 
experiments we have analysed. The multifragment;ition of these sources leads to 
charge spectra in agreement with experiment. The effect of angular momentum 
was found to be unimportant Eor tlie caJcculation of excitation energies. 
The BUU calculations reproduce well the experimental Emt distxibution of 
nucleons. It turned out that the polar-angle distribution exhibits a peak a t  very 
ceutrill collisions and the shape of the flow pattern is spherically symnetris. 
For impact parameters larger than 4 fm two sources arc formed whicli recede 
frorn each otlier and their excitation energies beco~rie remarkably lo\ver. For 
very central collisions the flow energy was 12 arid 19 MeV per nucleon. These 
values are about 5 MeV snialler than those obtained from t.he calcnlated kinetic 
energy spectra. TVe have explained this difference by tlie additiond energy ggitirl 
by Coulomb espansion after breab-up and the recoil which the fragments ohtain 
from the evaporation processes during tliis expansiori. The analysis af the olle- 
particle kinetic spectra has revealed tliat tlie fioiv of heavier fragments niigitt be 
smaller than that of lighter ones. However, the quality of the agreement is not 
good enough to allow a quantitative Statement. 
Finally, we  have discussed the two-particle velociti distributions. The peak 
in the correlation function for semi-central collisioiis is explained by the finite 
angle between flow ellipsoid and beam direction and by the small transverse 
flow compared to the longitudinal flow. As this ratio decreases with increasing 
bombarding energy the peak increases. The small Coulomb suppression observed 
at high energies in the correlation function could not be explained satisfactorily 
and might hint to the fact that at high energies one approaches the liniit; of the 
validity of equilibrium models. 
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Appendix A 
GESERATIOS OF TEE do/d(Erat) DISTRIBUTIOS. 
To calculate the Emt distribution it is essential that fluctuations are taken 
into account. This is not possible in standard BUU model. So circumvent this 
problenl me have made use of the parallel ensemble method and have identified 
every ensemble with one event. 
In the calculation we have included the filter routine of the plastic wall of the 
FOPI collaboration [48] together with the rapidity condition y„„„i, > y, and 
have used impact parameters up to 15fm. 
Appendix B 
Tlie flow analysis is based on the assumption that the velocity of the matter 
increases linearly as a function of the distance from the centre. This is a good 
approximation to the flow pattern obtained in BUU calculations where the mean 
velocity is curved only for very large distances. Then, for a spherically symmetric 
radial Row the momentum of a nucleon at distance T reads 
wbere the quantity cu can now determined by a least Square fit of eq.(ß.l) to the 
nticleon momenta 
This leacls to the kinetic energy of a spherical velocity field 
This concept is easily extended to asymmetric flow defi~ilng tliree different 
flow energies corresponding to the main asis k of tlie 0-frame: 
which is the basis of eqs. (12), (13) and (C.5). 
We mention finally that the following unequality relations hold: 
Appendix C 
PARAMETERS OF T E E  ANSATZ FOX T H E  SINGLE-NUCLEOS PHASE-SPACE DEN- 
SITY. 
- 
The Parameters h ,  R, Q, f ,  B; and A; read 
where the average value of a quaatity 5 is defined by ( E )  JEw d37-d3p Tlie 
matrix elements O,j clctermine the transformation between 0- and L-frame ancl 
the coordinates p; ancl 7-; in the equations above arc calclilated in the 0-frame. 
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Fig. 1 Calculated Emt distribution for the soft and hard EOS, respectively, in 
comparison with experiment [33]. 
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Fig. 3 E„* as a function of the impact parameter b for the soft, medium and hard 
EOS, ~es~ectively. The simulation was done applying a perfect dctector. 
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